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An airborne tensor VLF system. From concept

to realization'
Laust B. Pedersen,2Wei Oian,3 Lars Dynesius2and Ping Zhanga

Abstract
Radio signals from very low frequency (VLF) transmitters distributed world-wide
have been used for several decades to study the lateral variations of the electrical
conductivity in the upper few hundred metres of the earth's crust. Traditionally, in
airborne applications, the total magnetic fields from one or two transmitters are
measured to form the basis for construction of maps that primarily show those
conductive structures that are parallel or subparallel to the direction to the transmitters. The tensor VLF technique described in this paper makes use of all signals
available in a predefined frequency band to construct transfer functions relating the
vertical magnetic field and the two horizontal magnetic field components. These
transfer functions are uniquely determined for a particular measuring site and
contain information about the lateral conductivity variations in all directions. First
experiences with real field data, acquired during a test survey in Sweden, show that
maps of the so-called peaker, the spatial divergence of the transfer functions, give
an image of the conducting structures. Most of the structures can be correlated to
small valleys filled with conducting sediments or valleys underlain by conductive
fracture zones in the crystalline rocks.
lntroduction
It has been known for several decades that the electrical properties of the subsurface affect the behaviour of radio waves. Indeed, measurements of the conduc'wave-tilt' techniques were first
tivity and dielectric constant of the earth using
performed in the 1930s (Feldman 1933; Smith-Rose 1933; Barfield 1934). These
early measurements were, however, made at relatively high frequencies and hence
had shallow depths of penetration. It was not until 1965 that Paal (1965' 1968)
observed that radio waves at very low frequencies (15-30 kHz) could be used to
prospect for electrically conductive orebodies. By surveying over known shallow
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orebodies in Sweden with a calibrated field intensity meter tuned to VLF stations,
Paal showed that the horizontal VLF magnetic field was greatly enhanced over
subsurface conductors at exactly the same location where the modulus of the vertical magnetic field component became a minimum. Such behaviour was recognized
by Paal as being consistent with the response from an electric current, induced by
the radio field, running along the target. Futhermore, additional measurements of
the field strength made in mines suggested that the horizontal field strength at a
depth of 275 m was still about 25o/o of the value at the surface. From this, he
concluded that orebodies should be detectable under typical Swedish conditions to
depths about 100 m, and that mineral prospecting could be carried out from the
surface or in the air.
Since then the VLF technique has been used world-wide to identify conducting
features connected with exploration, geological, engineering and environmental
problems (see e.g. Barbour and Thurlow 1982; Fischer, Le Quang and Muller
1983; Greenhouse and Harris 1983; Poddar and Rathor 1983; Sinha and Hayles
1988; Sinha 1989). An excellent overview is given by McNeill and Labson (1989).
In Sweden, large parts of the country have been mapped by the Swedish Geological Survey (SGU) using total field measurements from a single transmitter.
The total field measured on each flight profile is normalized to 1000 to produce a
VLF map. About 90% of the anomalies on such a map correspond to water-bearing
fracture zones (Henkel and Eriksson 1980). In certain geological conditions there is
even a quantitative correlation between VLF anomalies and groundwater quantities
(Mullern and Eriksson 1982). VLF measurements are also useful in locating fossil
saline groundwater in different geological provinces and in outlining the boundary
of pollution from a storage of salt used for de-icing and anti-dusting on roads
(Mullern and Eriksson 1981).

Some drawbacks

of the conventional

single transmitter

method

Airborne VLF measurements usually make use of the total field calculated from
the three measured orthogonal components of the magnetic field, since the total
field is independent of the attitude of the aeroplane. It is found, however, that field
intensities vary considerably during surveys (Vallee, Chouteau and Palack 1992)
and even the use of a base station may, in some cases, be insufficient to correct for
such variations caused by transmitter power fluctuations and oscillations in the
height of the ionospheric conducting layer making up the upper boundary of the
earth-ionosphere waveguide system.
Another drawback, however, is more fundamental. When only a single transmitter station is used at a time, conducting structures aligned in the direction of the
transmitter will be emphasized. For 2D structures the relation between total field
strength and the angle between the strike and the transmitter direction is given by
simple cosine behaviour. Thus if the angle is more than 60' the total field will be
reduced by more than 50%. A practical example of a VLF map from the Siljan
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region in Sweden is shown in Zhang, Roberts and Pedersen (1987, p. 269). It
illustrates clearly how the transmitter direction controls the anomalies, and thus
produces a biased image of the subsurface conductivity distribution.

Tensor VLF concept
In order to overcome the problems inherent to the total field method using a single
transmitter, we introduce the following tensor VLF concept (Pedersen, Zhang and
Rasmussen1987) in analogy to magnetotellurics (Vozoff I972;Pedersen 1982).
From electromagnetic induction theory we know that for a fixed frequency and a
fixed measuring site on the earth's surface or in the air, there exists a unique linear
relation (the transfer function) connecting the vertical magnetic field to the two
horizontal magnetic field components. For VLF fields, which propogate in a horizontal direction with the source normally thousands of skin depths away, this
transfer function relation is valid. Thus the vertical magnetic (induced) field is
connected to the horizontal field components by the tipper vector (4, B')' i.e.

H,(f):

A(f )H,(f ) + B(f )Hy(f)

(1)

where/is the frequency and (-F1",Hy, H") is the complex magnetic field vector.
Depending on the dimensionality of the conductivity anomaly, the tipper vector
obeys the following rules (Vozoff 1972):
1 - d i m e n s i o n aA
l :: B : 0 ;
:0 and B + 0, if the x-axis of the chosen coordinate system is
A
2-dimensional:
parallel to the strike direction;
3-dimensional: A * 0 and B # 0.
Generally speaking the tipper component I reflects linear features parallel to the
y-axis and the tipper component B reflects linear features parallel to the r-axis.
Therefore the tipper (A, B) provides an unbiased image of the near-surface conductivity structure, and as seen from (L)' (A' B) is independent of the intensity of
the measured magnetic field.
B(/)l
can be determined from two independent
The tipper function lA(f),
obtained from two VLF transmitters at
measurements of [H"(/), Hr(f), H,(f)]
the same frequency /. This, of course, is impossible in practice. As a compromise,
it is assumed that A(f ) and B(f ) are independent of frequency in a certain VLF
frequency band. If that is the case, then measurements of lH"(f), H"(f), H"(f)l
from several VLF transmitters within this band can be utilized to determine the
tipper (A, B). Naturally, as the bandwidth is increased and more transmitters can
be received, the estimated tipper vector becomesmore and more stable. But, on the
other hand, with increasing bandwidth the assumption that A and B are constant
becomes less certain. The degree to which this assumption holds depends on the
earth conductivity structure within the upper few hundered metres. For typical
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Swedish conditions, i.e. an upper 50 m of conductive regime with resistivities of
around 1000 Om overlying a resistive basement of around 5000 Om, it can be
shown (Zhang et al. 1993) that the tipper vector varies little over the whole VLF
and Omega frequency band (1G-25 kHz).
In our VLF system we measure the three orthogonal components of the magnetic field in the frequency band 1G-25 kHz. From the power spectrum of the
measured horizontal magnetic field, we can estimate a background noise level using
a moving median filter with a bandwidth of about 1 kHz. Based on this noise level,
we select those spectral peaks which lie above a given threshold (in the examples to
follow we have set the threshold at 25 dB above the noise level) to represent real
VLF signals. The tipper vector (A, B) is subsequently estimated from these selected spectral values by a weighted least-squares approach. The solution can be
written in terms of auto- and cross-powers of three channels (Pedersen 1982),
t z:

s r . . s 2 2- s 2 3 s r 2
srr.5;r-15'rr,t

()\
and

-

sr. sI
,q s23s,,
o:T;;;:-13"*
'
where S,j, i : 1, 3 and j : l, 3, is the stacked auto- or cross-power spectnrm
between channels i and j. Before stacking, each of the individual auto- and crossspectral terms is weighted by the inverse of the noise powers of the total background horizontal magnetic field. Here i: l, 2 represent ,F1"and H, and i:3
representsF/,.
The coherence f' between the two input channels (1 and 2) is given by
lS,,l'
srrsrr'

t1 ,i t -:

(3)

and the coherence between input channels and the output channel is given by

r12
312-

s9l
s,33,

(4)

where S!e] is the auto- power of the vertical field as predicted from the horizontal
magnetic field. The standard deviations of the estimates A and B can then be
expressedas

1 1-f3"S..
_2
6i:fr=ETt
s_

r5\

and
o2g:

1 - f312 s33
N - 4 | -l?2 s22'

(6)
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where N is the number of degrees of freedom (twice the number of frequencies
being used). This standard deviation applies to both real and imaginary parts of the
estimated tipper.
The hardware of the tensor VLF system consists of three magnetic sensors,preamplifiers, band-pass filters and post-amplifiers. The magnetic sensors, together
with the pre-amplifiers are placed in the same housing to achieve low impedance
between the sensors and filter/amplifier box. The analogue processed signal is digitized simultaneously with a 12 bit A/D converter in a PC with a sampling frequency of 50 kHz. The A/D conversion is externally triggered twice a second and
1024 samples per channel are acquired. The time series are stored for later processing. A block diagram of the whole system is shown in Fig. 1.

A/DCilY.
hanplifitr Diff.inp$amplifialf$psfiltet

lowpesfitter Yar,ginamplifiet

Figure 1 . Block diagramof tensorVLF system.

The calibration of the three induction coils was carried out in a known magnetic
field generated by a single winding 1 x 1 m2 square loop in order to avoid interaction between the calibration coil and the sensors. The 1 x 1 m2 square loop is
placed in a vertical plane one metre above the ground. In this mode, the coupling
to the conductive ground is minimal. The random error of the calibration is generally less thanO.2oh in the frequency band IO-25 kHz.
The system has been extensively tested on the ground. A typical time series of
the vertical magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2. The beat observed is due to the
dominance of two Omega transmitters operating at 11.9 and l2.l kHz during this
particular time interval. u7ith a sampling rate of 50 kHz, we need 250 samples to
cover the 0.2 kHz beat frequency. It should also be noted that a cosine taper is
applied to the time series prior to Fourier transformation. This can be seen at the
beginning of the time series shown in Fig. 2. In Figs 3 and 4, we show the power
and 14-21
spectnrm of the vertical magnetic field in the frequency bands lFl4
kHz, respectively. The former band is dominated by two Omega transmitters,
whereas the latter shows a more uniform distribution of VLF transmitters. This
uniform distribution of VLF transmitters may not be common in other regions of
the world. The fact that we have many unknown transmitters is probably because
we are close to the former Soviet Union. Omega signals are very stable over time
windows of approximately one second length. The thick solid line in each of Figs 3
and 4 is the noise level defined by a moving median filter of length 1 kHz. Some
Omega and VLF transmitters are marked with arrows and the known ones are
labelled with letters.
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Figure 2. Part of the times series of the vertical magnetic field measured by the system on
the ground. The beat observed is due to the dominance of two Omega transmifters operating
at ll.9 and 12.1 kHz. t0fith a sampling rate of 50 kHz, this 0.2 kHz beat frequency is
covered by 250 samples. Note a cosine taper is applied to the time series prior to Fourier
transformation. This can be seen at the beginning of the time series.

Airborne test measurements
An airborne test measurement was carried out in late 1991 in a crystalline environment NE of uppsala. The test area of 5 x 9 km2 (Swedish coordinates 66414646,
l6t+1623) was chosen because it was known that many VLF anomalies existed in
the area, while at the same time the static magnetic field varied by a small amount
only' thereby facilitating the attitude determination of the aeroplane using the
static magnetic field components, which were measured simultaneously on the
aeroplane. The area shows very little topography, and there are no power lines to
disturb the measurements. The tensor vLF (TVLF) sensor was installed in the
rear of the aeroplane with a tilt of 7.5" away from the vertical of the aeroplane
system. The tilt effect together with the aeroplane's attitude effect was later corrected for by a coordinate transformation of the tipper vector. Simultaneously with
our TVLF measurements, traditional single transmitter VLF measurements were
carried out. vLF data were stored every 250 ms and rvLF
data every 500 ms with
a sampling rate of 50 kHz for 1024 samples per channel, i.e. a total sampling or
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Figure 3. Power spectrumof the vertical magneticfield shown in Fig. 2 in the band lG-14
kHz. The thick solid line is the noise level defined by a moving median filter of length I
kHz. Two OmegatransmittersN and L denoteNorwegiann and Liberia transmitters.

FREQ. (kHz)
Figure 4. Power spectrum of the vertical magnetic field shown in Fig. 2 in the band lf2l
kHz. The thick solid line is the noise level defined by a moving median filter of length I
kHz. Many VLF transmitters are identified by arrows. All known transmitters are labelled:
J is JXN in Norway; U is UMS in Russia; NA is NAA in USA; NS is NSS in USA. Note
that the frequency of NAA has been changed to 24kHz for the last few years.
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Figure 5. Flight trackson the horizontal plane for the airborne TVLF test measurement.
averaging time of about 20 ms. The TVLF system was triggered from the VLF
system. The longer time interval for TVLF measurements was dictated by a
battery-powered PC used for data storage, the capacity of which was 120 Mbyte.
However, as we shall see, sampling every 500 ms (equivalent to about 40 m)
appears to be sufficient to cover the rather long wavelength features that characterize typical VLF anomalies.
The duration of the airborne experiment was only 75 minutes giving a coverage
of the test area as shown in Fig. 5. Note that the flight lines are roughly parallel
and the nominal separation between flight lines is around 200 m. In a strip to the
north, two lines are missing due to instrumental problems. This will influence the
quality of the map produced from interpolation using the method of LaPorte
(Baranov 1975). Profiles shown in Fig. 5, flown in the E-W or W-E direction, are
'$f
numbered from south to north as 209,210, etc., followed by a suffix E or
to
indicate whether the profile is flown towards the east or the west, respectively.
Generally the tipper vector estimates are quite stable, especially when Omega
signals are incorporated in their estimation.
Aeroplane attitude determi nation
As no gyro or relative GPS systems were available for determining the aeroplane
attitude, we had to use a simpler approach based on the measurement of the threecomponent static magnetic field on the aeroplane. The static magnetic field over
the measurement area can be taken as constant to within less than one percent.
Three-component static magnetic field measurement cannot constrain all three
angles (pitch, roll and heading) describing the aeroplane attitude. A simple example
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Figure6. Variation ofaeroplanepitch and roll along profile 210\7.
to illustrate this is to assume that the static magnetic field is vertical, then the
aeroplane can be rotated around a vertical axis without changing the three components of the static magnetic field in the aeroplane coordinate system. We thus
need extra information to make a complete determination of the aeroplane attitude.
For arbitrary static magnetic field directions, this statement remains true. For extra
information to determine the aeroplane attitude, we asstune that the aeroplane
heading coincides with the tangent to the flight track on a horizontal plane. Vith
this assumption the remaining two angles describing the aeroplane attitude can be
determined uniquely. A more detailed description of this method is given in the
Appendix.
An example of the attitude variation of the aeroplane along profile 210W is
shown in Fig. 6. The pitch varies by about 4o around a mean value of -2.5". The
reason why the mean value is not zero is probably related to the way the static
magnetic sensor is mounted on the aeroplane, i.e. the sensors have a slight misorientation in the aeroplane coordinates. The roll varies slightly more around a mean
value of zero.
Having determined the aeroplane attitude it becomes a simple matter to transform the tipper vector into any fixed coordinate system.
lnterpolation

and choosing a paramoter for mapping

The tipper vector measured along flight lines has been interpolated to a 50 x 50 m2
grid using the approach of LaPorte (Baranov L975). All measurement points lying
within a circle of radius R are used for defining a second-order surface through a
weighted least-squares approach. rVeights vary between 1 and 0 according to the

following formula

*:(f#;"

(6)
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where p is the distance from the point of interpolation to the measurement point
and 4 is a parameter used to control the degree of smoothing. In all examples
presented here, 4 : 0.003 and the radius R :600 m, corresponding to three times
the nominal spacing between flight lines. The choice of this rather large radius was
dictated by the two missing flight lines.
The magnitudes of I and B normally lie between - 1 and f 1. In our case A and
B are the transfer functions in the frequency interval lO to 24 kHz between the
vertical magnetic field and the two horizontal magnetic components in the geographical coordinate system with the x-axis pointing north and the y-axis pointing
east. Unlike total field intensity, which peaks directly above the conductor, the
tipper vector is zero directly above a simple conductor and has positive and negative peaks on both sides of the conductor. The spatial derivative of the tipper
vector along a line perpendicular to the conductor strike will thus peak above the
conductor. Since tipper component I generally reflects a conductive feature parallel to the y-axis, the partial derivative 0Al0x will image the same feature, but
peaking directly above the conductor. Similarly 0Bl0y reflects conductive features
parallel to the r-axis and peaking above the conductor. Thus the quantity p : (0Al
0x) + (0Bl0y) will image conductive features in all directions peaking directly
above the conductor. I7e shall denote the complex scalar quantity P as the peaker.
The peaker, besides peaking on conductors, has the convenient property of being
independent of the orientation of the horizontal coordinate system in which it is
measured. It is a rotational invariant as can be deduced from realizing that
P : V ' (A, B)', i.e. the divergence of the tipper vector. The peaker (spatial
derivatives) in practice is estimated via a 2D Fourier transformation, i.e. the tipper
components arc 2D Fourier transformed into the wave-number domain, differentiated and transformed back into the space domain. lforking in the wave-number
domain facilitates the separation of anomalies of different scale.

Test results
Generally speaking, the overall quality of the measured tipper vector along each
profile is satisfactory, with standard deviations typically in the range 0.01{.05.
However, along profile 212, the eastern half of profile 215 and the western half of
profile 216, data errors are much larger than for the rest of the profiles. The reason
is that one dominating VLF transmitter giving independent information stopped
transmitting during this time interval, causing the linear system of equations determining the tipper vector to become closer to singular. If VLF transmitters stop
transmitting, the only solution is to repeat the measurement. However it should be
noted, that even though data errors increase, it is still possible to retrieve the maior
anomalies along the profile in this test case. Furthermore, before interpolating the
results to construct maps, we used a 3-point median filter to smooth the data along
profiles and to remove outliers.
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In typical Swedish conditions, the real part of the tipper vector contains the
most indicative information about the lateral variations in conductivity as noted
above. The reason is that the phase between the surface electric and magnetic fields
is nearly zero in the frequency interval around 2O kHz. But the electric field in the
upper part is responsible for driving excess current into the more conducting
zones. This excess current in turn generates the secondary magnetic field, which
becomes nearly in phase with the primary (in this case horizontal) magnetic field.
Then the ratio between the vertical magnetic field of purely secondary origin and
the horizontal magnetic field of mixed origin will be dominated by its real part as
observed in our case.
The real part of the measured tipper vector varies typically between -0.5 and
*0.5. ufe have calculated the real part ofthe peaker by a wavenumber approach to
produce the TVLF map in Fig. 7. A topographic contour of the test area on a
50 x 50 m2 grid is superimposed on the TVLF map. The area is very flat with
topographic variations of about 25 m around the mean topographic level. Two
lakes and numerous rather narrow valleys are visible. The valleys strike predominantly in the NNE direction but several of them have a NW strike. Red lineations
in Fig. 7 represent areas where the peaker is large and positive, in this case above
0.7 km-r. Note that in the strip between 6644 and 6645 km, the map shows horizontal lineations that are due to the missing measurements in the area as seen by
comparison with Fig. 5. From Fig. 7, it is quite evident that lakes and valleys
coincide with the red area of the TVLF map. The reason that valleys are mapped
by the peaker is that they are often filled with conductive sediments and/or related
to water-saturated fracture zones in the crystalline basement proper. The TVLF
map also contains a few features that are not seen on the topographic map, but
most TVLF features have a corresponding topographic feature.
Finally we show the result of traditional VLF measurements carried out simultaneously with the TVLF. The traditional VLF method used a VLF transmitter
from Rugby, England, at about 19 kHz (Note: the Rugby transmitter previously
operated at 15.0 kHz). The quantity measured is the total field calculated as the
square root of the sum of absolute squares of the three magnetic field components.
This measured quantity is normalized to 1000 on each of the profiles and interpolated and mapped with the same parameters as in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 8, red
areas coincide with well-conducting structures. The NNE striking lake and lineaments are clearly imaged, but the lake and lineaments striking N\7 are not imaged
at all in agreement with theoretical arguments.

Data interpretation
Quantitative interpretation of the tipper and peaker map can be carried out using
standard geomagnetic depth sounding modelling techniques. However, with the
vast amount of data in a TVLF map it is worth considering simple models for a
first rough interpretation. Since the peaker map represents the earth's response at

h l

Figure 7. TVLF peaker in the measurement area, superimposed on topographic contours
of 5 m interval. The solid Iines represent lakes.
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Figure 9. A cylindrical conductor at ! : !" buried at depth a" in a homogeneoushalf-space
ofconductivity a,. The cylinderhasa conductivityofo" and cross-sectional
areaC.

virtually one frequency, there is an inherent non-uniqueness involved in such an
interpretation.
\We shall concentrate our interpretation on the simple model of a cylindrical conductor buried in a homogeneoushalf-space. As shown in Fig. 9, the conductivity of
the host and the conductor are denoted by o, and o" respectively. The burial depth
of the conductor is e" and the conductor has a cross-sectional area C. Only the
primary electric field parallel to the conductor will excite the conductor and give
rise to an anomaly. This parallel electric field is approximately unperturbed by the
presence ofthe conductor due to tangential electric field continuation, i.e.
E,(2"):

El(0)e-(itP6oa\rt2zg

Q)

where 4(0) is the normal electric field on the surface, a; is the angular frequency
and po is the free-space magnetic susceptibility. If we neglect the geometry of the
conductor cross-section and the induction effects, we get
C(o- - o^)E,(2.)
y")- + z;)

114,,
' Ir2l:#zTtL\y-

lz.,v -v"f.

(8)

The tipper component B can then be written as

"12 --

*""
C(o. - o n)(1t - y ")Zne-

H2

----------:--

14+ II?, 2"1(y - y )2 + z!1 + C1o" - on)z"Zne-k'"'

(e)

where Zn : (iatpofo.)t/' is the normal surface impedance and h2 : icoltoon.
The rotational invariant peaker is thus
AA . AB

C(o"-

t^' : 6

on)Zne-k'"

4 n C ( o " - o ^ ) ( y- ! " ) 2 Z n e ' * ' "

{2nl

-y")'+

z?l+ C(o"- on)z"Zne-k""12'

(10)
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In this approximation the total effect of multiple conductors is simply the superposition of their individual responses. For cases where conductors have a finite
length and their interaction must be considered, we shall rely on modelling for
interpretation. The lD integral equation approach to model line-conductor
responses(Qian and Boerner 1994) will be helpful in this case. If the volumetric
effect of the conductor should be considered. then we encounter a full-scale electromagnetic modelling problem.
For the cylindrical conductor lying on the surface (a" : 0), (10) is simplified to
^

t ' : - -

C(o. -

6n)Zn

(11)

2n(y - y.)"

This implies that P directly maps the anomalous longitudinal conductance per unit
singularity is due to
length lC(o"- o")] of the conductor. Note that the !:!"
omitting the conductor geometry. As the conductor is buried deeper, the peaker
response is damped first by a geometrical factor {(y -y.)t + zll and then by an
electromagnetic skin effect exp (-hz,). In Fig. 10, we show the tipper for the
p a r a m e t e rs e t u p d n : 1 0 - 4 Q - 1 m - 1 , o " : l O - 2 Q - l m - r , z " : 4 0 m a n d C :
400 m2. Squares and diamonds represent the real and imaginary parts derived from
(9). The continuous curve is the full integral equation solution. The peaker for this
model is shown in Fig. 11. When ly - y"l ) 2", the peaker is described by (11) and
'
we can determine the strength' of the conductor C(o " - on)Zn from this portion of
the peaker. Using the central portion of the peaker, we can further determine the
depth of the conductor. In fact, we can fit any spike-shaped peaker to (10) and
resolve the conductor'strength'

and depth.

Metres
F i g u r e 1 0 . E x a m p l eo f t i p p e r B f o r t h e c a s eo n : l 0 - 4 O - 1 m - 1 , o " : l 0 - 2 O - 1 m - 1 , a " :
40 m and C : 4OOm2. Squares and diamonds represent real and imaginary parts. The continuous curve is the full integral equation solution. The horizontal axis is (y - y)lz. and the
freouencv is 15 kHz.
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Figure11. Peaker distribution for the example described in Fig. 10. The solid line represents the real part and the dashed line the imaginary part. Fitting any spike-shaped peaker
with (10) will resolve the conductor'strength'and depth.

Gonclusions
The main conclusionthat can be drawn from this work is that out TVLF concept
and instrument construction, when tested under realistic conditions, work well. In
Sweden a sufficient number of directionally different VLF transmitters can be
receivedto determine the tipper vector with satisfactoryaccuracymost of the time.
The tipper vector and its divergence,the peaker,reflect the conductivity structures
in the subsurfaceindependentof transmitter direction and thus the resulting maps
give a complete image of the conductivity variations in the upper few hundred
metresof the crystalline crust. The determination of aeroplaneattitude using static
magneticfield componentsworks well in the test case.But in the caseswhere the
static magnetic field varies significantly in an area, or the aeroplaneis subjectedto
strong side winds forcing its heading away from the tangent to its track in the
horizontal plane, such attitude determination may becomeerroneous.A more reliable aeroplane attitude determination, valid under all conditions, needs to be
implemented by using either a gyro or a relative GPS system mounted on the
aeroplane.Finally to reduce the amount of data to be stored, real time processing
of the TVLF data on board the aeroplaneis feasible. This demandsa powerful
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processing capability of the system and we have calculated that a digital signal
processor (DSP) will fulfill the requirements. The resolution is increased to 16 bits
and the sampling frequency is raised to 100 kHz. To maintain the frequency
resolution, 2048 samples/channel per trigger event are acquired. The trigger rate
can be increased to four times per second.
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Appendix

Determinationof a€roplaneattitude and headingusinggeomagn€tic
field and GPSmeasuroments
We start with the definition of the aeroplane coordinate and the geomagnetic coordinate system.
1. Aeroplane system:
r': on the aeroplane floor and perpendicular to the aeroplane nose direction. It
is positive towards the right wing of the aeroplane.
y': on the aeroplane floor and pointing towards its nose (in our case either
approximately to the west or to the east).
a': perpendicular to the aeroplane floor and positive upwards'
2. Modified geomagnetic system:
r: geomagnetic south.
,: geomagnetic east.
a: vertical and positive upwards.
As shown in Fig. 12, an aeroplane's attitude in the sky can be described by the
three well-known Euler angles: (1) the pitch angle, which is the dip of the aeroplane from the horizontal plane with upward dip positive and downward dip negative; (2) the heading in the horizontal plane from magnetic east to north, (3) the
roll angle, which is the twisting of the aeroplane along its longitudinal axis to the
nose taken to be positive in the counter-clockwise direction. In the following, we
use these three angles ; 0, Q and ry'to derive a coordinate transformation from the
aeroplane to geomagnetic coordinates.
The configuration of the aeroplane coordinates relative to the modified geomagnetic coordinates is shown in Fig. 12 with tlre x'1t'plane denoting the aeroplane
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Figure 12. Definition of aeroplane coordinates and modified geomagnetic coordinates. 0,
41
and ry'are the three Euler angles also known as pitch, heading and roll.

floor. The aeroplane dips at an angle g from the horizontal and its heading makes
an angle @ to the magnetic east. The aeroplane also rolls through an angle ry'along
the y'-axis in the counter-clock direction (not shown in Fig. 12) The transformation between (te, y, a) and (x', g', z') can be derived by first setting : 0 and then
/
rotating an angle ry'counter-clockwise along they,-axis, thus

cosry'- sin g sin @sin r/
frl : [cos d
cosry'- sin 0 cosS sinrlt
l, | lsin {
-cos 0 sin ry'
Lr)
L
-cos 0 sin @ cos sin ry'+ cos ry'sin g sin
@
@-lfx,-l
cos0 cos{
sin @sin ry'- sin 0 cos@cosr/ lly, l. ( A l )
sin 0
cos g cos ry'
_lL",l
we shall work with (A1) in the reverse sense,i.e. given the values of the geomagnetic field components in both (x, y, z) and (x', !', z') coordinates, can we determine or constrain the aeroplane attitude and heading given by (0,
O, {D? This is a
non-linear inverse problem and should be formulated as in Pedersen and Rasmussen (1989) and Menke (1984). rfe use the sines of the three angles as model parameters. If these angles are small, their cosines are positive, except when the aeroplane
is heading west, where the cosine of the heading angle is negative. Denoting z, :
sin 0, m2: sin d, z: : sin ry'and assuming all cosines are positive, we can rewrite
(A1) as

(A2)

where (x, 0, Q is the static geomagnetic field vector in (.rc,y, a) coordinates and
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d: (X,, Y', Z') t hat in (x', y'
! ' t :a') coordinates. Equation (A2) can be linearized by
undI an a priori solution rno : lm?, m9, m3f, thus
expandingthe ri1g ht side arour

- -?f
l*'-- *.l
l*,
_
l v ' v ' o1 : G l - , *21
lz' - z'o1

;l

(A3)

l*, - *g)

where the Jacobian matrix G is given by
-r?tzffitX +p
Z
',/l - mi

-%x+z
-

Jt4rx
'

'
^.-f,j -:i
-"'t\/='
z (#
Jl-mi

\r/r-m"t

,_\
+ *,lt - *'r)x
/

(44)

Minimizing the objective function Q defined as the sum of the squares of data
residuals 1q : (Ad - G Am)r (Ad - G Am), we get the solution
m:

mo + G-scr(d - do),

(A5)

where G-s is the generalized inverse of the matrix GrG. It can be obtained by
using the singular value decomposition approach (Menke 1984). Having found m,
we repeat this process until convergence. The final solution (m""t) should be the
one corresponding to the global minimum of the objective function.
In order to make this iteration converge, two stabilization criteria are adopted.
'We
first require the norm (Lr) of the model correction llAmll < 1. If this is not
the case, the model correction is changed to Am/ ll Am ll . If, after an iteration, the
actual obiective function is increased due to non-linearity, the matrix GrG is modified by adding the smallest eigenvalue to its diagonal matrix of the single value
decomposition, to reduce the model corrections correspondlng to the smallest
eigenvalue. If the objective function is still not decreased, the second smallest
eigenvalue is added. This process is repeated until the objective function starts to
decreaseor no further decrease can be established.
As indicated in the text, the determination of g, Q and ry' is not unique using
(Al), i.e. the inverse is under-determined. This is clearly illustrated in Table 1
showing the single value decomposition of the matrix GrG at model m : (0, 0, 0)t.
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Table 1. Eigenvaluesand eigenvectorsof the
matrix GrG at model m: (0, 0, 0)r. The geomagnetic field is assumedto be a unit vector
with declination0o and inclination 70".
11

12

1.0

1.0

ol

a2

0.67
-0.24
-0.71

-0.67
0.24
-0.71

13

4 . 0x 1 0 - e
03

-0.34
-0.94
3.7x l}-e

I
l

The geomagnetic field is assumed to be a unit vector with declination 0' and inclination 70'. We note that the first and second eigenvalues are one while the third
eigenvalue is effectively zero as expected. This means that along the third eigenvector direction in model space, the model vector is unresolved. This eigendirection corresponds to a rigid body rotation around the geomagnetic field vector.
In order to provide a third set of information to determine the aeroplane attitude, we used GPS coordinates measured on board the aeroplane to fix the heading
(d) while inverting for pitch and roll. If there is a strong wind, the heading of the
aeroplane may differ from the flight direction because the pilot, in trying to keep a
fixed course, will turn the nose of the aeroplane slightly against the wind.
However, this inaccuracy in heading will not significantly affect the determination
of the aeroplane's pitch and roll, since the inclination of the geomagnetic field in
the survey area in Uppland, Sweden (approximately N60") is more than 70'. A 4'
inaccuracy in heading will only give rise to an error of 1" in pitch and roll. Since we
produce a map of the peaker, which is a rotational invariant with respect to the
horizontal plane, the above accuracy is acceptable. For geomagnetic anomalies in
the survey area, a simple analysis shows that a 1000 nT anomaly would cause an
error of approximately f in pitch and roll.
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